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Obligation
Fellow workers, you will now take an obligation
that will bind you as a member of Local Union
No. 693, affiliated with the International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helpers of America, and that will in no way con- .
flict with your religious belief or your duties as a
citizen:
I, , pledge my(give name)
honor to faithfully observe the Constitution and
laws of the International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America.
I pledge that I will comply with all the rules
and regulations for the government of the Inter-
national Union and this Local Union.
I will faithfully perform all the duties as~igned
to me to the best of my ability and skill.
I will conduct myself at all times in a manner
as not to bring reproach upon my Union.
I shall take an affirmative part in the business
and activities of the Union and accept and dis-
charge my responsibilities during any authorized
strike or lockout.
I will never discriminate against a fellow work-
er on account of creed, color or nationality. .
I will at all times bear true and faithful allegi-
ance to the International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America and this Local Union.
r .
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Toll-Free Numbers
AUTOMOBILE RENTALS:
Alamo Rent-A-Car 800-732-3232 Sheraton Hotels &cInns 800-325-3535
Avis Rent-A-Car 800-331-2112 Sonesta International Hotels 800-766-3782
Budget Rent-A-Car 800-527 .()700 Stouffer Hotels 800-468-3571
Dollar Rent-A-Car 800-421-6868 UteU International Ine. 800-448-8355
Hertz Rent-A-<:ar 800-654-3131 Westin Hotels 800-228-3000
National Car Rental 800-328-4567
Thrifty Rent-A-<:ar 800-367-2277 U.s. AIRUNES:
American 800-433-7300
HOTELS AND MOTELS: Continental 800-525-0280
Best Western Motels 800-528-1234 Delta 800-221-1212
Comfort Inns 800-424-6423 Northwest 800-225-2525
Days Inn 800-325-2525 United 800-241~22
Econo Lodges 800-446-6900 USAir 800-428-4322
Embassy Suites 800-362-2779
Fiesta Americana 800-223-2332 INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES:
Friendship Inns International 800-453-4511 Aer Lingua 800-~37
Harley Hotels 800-321-2323 AIr emada 800-776-3000
Hampton Hotels 800-HAMPI'ON AIr Jamaica 800-523-5585
Hilton Hotels 80()..445-8667 British AIrways 800-247-9297
Holiday Inns 800-465-4329 E1 AI Israel Airlines 800-223-6700
Howard Johnson Motor lodge 800-654-2000 Finnair 800-950-5000
Hyatt Hotels 800-233-1234 Iberia Airlines 800-772-4642
Marriott Hotels 800-228-9290 Icelandair 800-223-5500
Radisson Hotels 800-333-3333 Japan Air Lines 800-525-3663
Ramada Inns 800-228-2828 Korean Air 800-438-5000
Red Carpet Inns 800-251-1962 Lufthansa German 800-645-3880
Red lion Hotels &cInns 800-547-8010 Quantas Airways 800-227-4500
Red Roof Inns 800-843-7663 Sabena Belgian 800-955-2000
Resorts International 800-321:3000 Swiss Air 800-221-6644
. .
Please Note: Not aU toU.free 'numbers can be reached from aU area codes, For further assistance. or other toU.free numbers caJl800-555-1212.
PREAMBLE
THI S I S AN AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BY AND BETWEEN THE TOWN OF
WALTON, NEW YORK, HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE "EMPLOYER" AND
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION 693 OF THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF
TEAMSTERS (I.B.T.), HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE "UNION", UNDER
ARTICLE 14 OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FAIR EMPLOYMENT ACT OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK.
PURPOSE AND INTENT
THE GENERAL PURPOSE OF THIS AGREEMENT, AS A SUCCESSOR TO THE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TOWN OF WALTON, AND THE TOWN OF W.n.LTON
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES, IS TO SET FORTH TERMS AND CONDITIONS
OF EMPLOYMENT, AND TO PROMOTE ORDERLY AND PEACEFUL LABOR RELATIONS
FOR THE MUTUAL INTEREST OF THE EMPLOYER, THE EMPLOYEES AND THE
UNION. THE PARTIES RECOGNIZE THAT THE INTEREST OF THE COMMUNITY
AND THE JOB SECURITY OF THE EMPLOYEES DEPEND UPON THE EMPLOYER'S
SUCCESS IN ESTABLISHING A PROPER SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY. TO
THESE ENDS THE EMPLOYER AND THE UNION ENCOURAGE TO THE FULLEST
DEGREE FRIENDLY AND COOPERATIVE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RESPECTIVE
REPRESENTATIVES AT ALL LEVELS AND AMONG ALL EMPLOYEES.
STATUTORY PROVISION
IT IS UNDERSTOOD BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES
THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING
LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS DMPLEMENTATION
BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFORE. SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE
UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS
GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE 1 - RECOGNITION
1 . THE EMPLOYER (TOWN OF WALTON) HEREBY RECOGNIZES THE UNION
(TEAMSTERS LOCAL 693) AS THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE FOR
THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN RESPECT TO RATES OF PAY,
HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT, AND ALL OTHER CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE
TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT AND FOR ALL HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS, MOTOR
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS, LABORERS AND MECHANICS.
2. IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT CONTINUED AND UNINTERRUPTED OPERATION OF
THE TOWN'S DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES IS OF A PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE TO
THE CITIZENS OF THE COMMUNITY AND THERE SHOULD BE NO INTERFERENCE
WITH SUCH OPERATION. THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE THAT THERE WILL NOT
BE AND THAT THE UNION, ITS OFFICERS, MEMBERS, AGENTS OR PRINCIPALS
WILL NOT ENGAGE IN, ENCOURAGE, OR SANCTION STRIKES, SLOWDOWNS,
WALKOUTS, MASS RESIGNATIONS, MASS ABSENTEEISM OR OTHER SIMILAR
ACTIONS WHICH WOULD INVOLVE SUSPENSION OF, OR INTERFERENCE WITH
NORMAL WORK PERFORMANCE. THE TOWN SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO
DISCIPLINE OR DISCHARGE ANY MEMBER ENCOURAGING, FOMENTING OR
PARTICIPATING IN A-STRIKE, SLOWDOWN OR OTHER SUCH INTERFERENCE.
1
DISCIPLINE OR DISCHARGE ANY MEr.mER ENCOURAGING, FOMENTING OR
PJ\.RTICIPJI._TING IN P>.STRIKE, SLm~DO~JN OR OTHEr? SUCH INTERFERENCE.
3. THE EHPLOYER AGREES THAT THERE SHALL
EMPLOYEES DURING THE TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT.
BE NO LOCKOUT OF
ARTICLE II - UNION BUSINESS
A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME OFF DURING ~ORKING HOURS WITHOUT LOSS
OF PAY SHALL BE GR.~TED TO UNION REPRESENTATIVES TO ATTEND
NEGOTIATIONS, GRIEVANCE MATTERS, OR OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDING
SCHEDULED DURING WORKING HOURS TO FULFILL THEIR OBLIGATIONS TO THE
MEMBERS.
ARTICLE III - RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
ANY EMPLOYEE COVERED BY THE PROVISICNS OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE
FREE TO JOIN OR REFRAIN FROM JOINING THE UNION WITHOUT FEAR OF
COERCION, REPRISAL, OR PENALTY FROB THE UNION OR THE TOWN.
EMP~OYEES MAY JOIN AND TAKE AN ACTIVE ROLE IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
UNION ~nTHOUT FE.Z\R OF ANY KIND OF EEPP.ISALS FROM THE TOWN OF. ITS
AGENTS. .~ EMPLOYEE MAY BRING MATTE~S OF PERSONAL CONCERN TO THE
ATTEnTION OF THE APPROPRI.~TZ TOhTN RSPRESE~1TATIVES AND OFFICIALS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND RULES, AND MAY CHOOSE HIS OWN
REFRE~ENTATIVE OR APPEAR ALONE IN A GRIEVANCE OR APPEAL PROCEEDING
WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE UNION MUST BE PERMITTED ENTRANCE TO ALL
SUCE ?P.OCEZDINGS AND MUST BE INFORMED IMMEDIATELY OF ANY DECISIONS
ON ~R SURROUNDING THE CASE.
ARTICLE IV - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
THE TO:fN .~D HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT KZ\VETHE LZGAL RESPONSIBILITY
.Z\ND aIGHT TO MANAGE THEIR BUSINESS .Z\ND, EXCEPT J\.S LIMITED BY THE
NEWYORY STATE MUNICIPAL AND CIVIL SE~VICE LAWS AND CODES, AND THIS
AGREE?H:~JT, TO (A) HIRE, ASSIGN, TR.Z\NSFER, PROMOTE, DEMOTE,
SCHEDULE, LAY OFF, RECALL, DISCIPLINE A~NDDISCHARGE THEIR EMPLOYEES
AND CIRLCT SAID EMPLOYEES IN THEIR WORK, k~D (B) TO CCNTROL ALL
PROPE~TY OF THE TOWN AND SUCH PROPERTY AS IS IN THE POSSESSION OF
THE TCili1,]JF. ITS HIGHNAY SUPERINTENDENT.
ARTICLE V - WAGES
, AL~ RATES OF PAY WILL 3E INCREASED FaCM THE PAST PAY RAT~ BY
s.~e EACH YEAr. OF THE CONT~ACT COMMENCING 1 JANUARY OF 1997 AND
CONTI~U!NG :~ THIS MANNER EACH 1 JANAUR~ ~2R ALL THREE YEARS C~ THS
CONT!=)\':T.
1997 i a a q 1999
MECH,~NIC :- 1 1 .,0J J_ 1 1 ': C:..J.._ . .._ 11.99
HEll.'J'"" EC:UIP~1ENT
OPER.I:.,TOR 11.09 11.39 11.69
HOTCF: EQUIPMErJT
OPERATO? 10.75 11 . ::) 5 l1.36
::",-".B(); E P.S 8.97 (I ~ ~ 'J .57
'-::LI1J.il.YS. SICK D.n.yS, FERSONAL :),;'ZS f '-'.n.C.;TION DAYS AND ALL
OT~E? ~~~? CF~ APPROVED FOF THE H=GHWA~ SUPERINTENDENT SHALL BE
CON5IDE?E~ D~YS WORKED FOR THE PURPOSE ~? THIS SECTION.
~ AL: ~MP~OYEES SHA:L BE PAI~ AT THE RATE OF TIME AND ONE-EALF
OF ~~EIR RE3ULAR HOURLY RATE OF PAY, FOR ALL HOURS WORKED AFTER
EIGHT :8: HOURS IN ONE DAY OR ON DAYS THAT ARE NORMALLY THEIR DAYS
OFF OR WHEN RECALLED TO WORK WHEN ON PAID LEAVE FOR THAT PARTICULAR
D.Il,,!
f :JF EEYOND FCF.TY (40) HCURS IN ,!I,BY \'iEE~:.
4. A:: EMPLOYEES OF THE TOWN OF WALTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT WILL BE
~~T~ ~~~ At: RECALL TIME, DAYS OF~ A~JD VACATIO~J DAYS AT A MI~JIMUr1
OF TE?~~ :?) ~OURS AT THE RATE ~F ONE AND ONE-HALF TIME THE REGULAR
HOU~:Y ?~TE O? PAY.
5 . '='EC:~!":' TIME IS DEFINED ,lI,S T!ME C.Z\LLED IN TO WORK AFTER
COMFLET:2N ~F THE EMPLOYEE'S RE~ULAR WOR~ SHIFT AND HAS PUNCHED OUT
AND LEFT FOR THE DAY.
6. A~: NEW EMPLOYEES WILL SERVE A PROBATIONARY PERIOD OF TWELVE
f12' VC~T~:. TES ~ATE CF FAY FOR NEWLY HIRES EMPLOYEES SHALL BE A~
...,
FOLLOWS:
PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEES: 90% OF FULL HOU~LY RATE OF PAY FOR JOB
CLJI.S S IFICJl.TION
AFTER CNE (1) YEAR: FULL HOURLY RATE OF PAY FOR JOB
CLASSIFICJI.TICN
ARTICLE VI - HOURS AND WORK WEEK
THE BASIC WORK WEEK SHALL CONSIST OF A GUARANTEED FORTY (40) HOURS
WHIC~ W:~L CONSIST OF FIVE (5) CONSEC~TIVE, EIGHT (8) HOUR DAYS,
WITH TWO DAYS OFF, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. HOURS SHALL BE 6:00 A.M.
TO 2:30 2.M. WITH ONE-HALF HOUR OFF FOR LUNCH, EXCEPT THAT THESE
HOURS MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT IN CASES OF
Er.!EF.G~~:CY,OR IF THE MAJORITY OF THE \;TORYCREvI THAT IS INVOLVED
AGRE~S: BUT ANY SUCH CHANGES SHALL BE MADE FOR SINGLE DAYS ONLY AND
ONL~ FROM DAY TO DAY. REGULAR HOURS OF WORK SHALL NOT BE LIMITED
BY EMERGENCY CALLS.
DURI~G THE PERIOD FROM OCTOBER 15TH THROUGH AND INCLUDING APRIL
15TH; THE E~J!PLOYERM.~Y REQUIRE TH::::EiJ!PLOYEE' S WORI<: HOURS TO
COMMENCE AT 5:00 A.M. AND TO TERMINATE AT 1:30 P.M.. IF A PARTIAL
CREW IS NEEDED TO WORK THIS SHIFT; MANNING SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY
FIRS~ ~EQUESTING VOLUNTEERS, AND T- INSUFFICIENT PERSONNEL
VOLUNT~E~; BY INVERSE ORDER OF SENIORI~Y.
ARTICLE VII - LAY-OFF
.;. ~~E TdCIRD LAY-OFF SHALL MEAN A REDUCTION IN THE WORK FORCE.
B. P;'.ICPTC A.NY LAY-OFF, OR IF TEE EHPLOYER SHOULD CONTEMPLATE
SUCH A MEASURE, THE UNION SHALL BE GIVEN A THIRTY (30) DAY NOTICE
IN WRIT!~G THAT SUCH A MEASURE HAS BEEN DEEMED NECESSARY. THIS
WILL .~L':..CI'l TIME TO EXPLORE POSSIBLE OPTIONS TO AVOID LAY-OFFS AS A
NECES::IT":, 3~C.ll.USE OF THE .~D\iERSE :MP.rI"CT TO THE WOF.KFOP.CE AND
RES=2ENTS ~F THE TOWN.
,... SrQ!.,OYEES SHALL BE LAID OFF IN INVERSE ORDER OF SENIORITY
WIT~IN ~E~IP JOB CLASSIFICATI8N. IF I~ BECO~ES NECESSARY FOR A
LAY-CFF, ~~WLY HIRED PROBATIONARY AND TEMPORARY SMPLOYEES WILL BE
LJI.ID 'J::::: r If-.ST .
D. EMPLOYEES TO BE LAID OF::
CALENGA? CAYS OF NOTIFICATION
NOTIF=CA~ICN ?ERIOD, THAT THEY
',;TILLH.1WE ..;T LEAST FOURTEEN (14)
DUE:::'!!? 'I':-rE THIRTY (30) DJ1.Y UNIC)N
A~E TO BE LAI~ OFF.
L. ~HE CNION SHALL RECEIVE A LIST ~::ALL EMPLOYEES TO BE LAID OFF
ON THE 3A~E QAY THAT THE EMPLOYEES ARE NOTIFIED OF THE LAY-OFF.
ARTICLE VIII - RECALL PROCEDURE
A. WEEN THE WORKING FORCE IS INCREASED AFTER A LAY-OFF EMPLOYEES
WILL 2E RECALLED BY CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SENIORITY. NOTICE
OF RECALL SHALL BE SENT TO THE EMPLOYEE AT HIS LAST KNOWN ADDRESS
BY CEETIFIED MAIL. IF AN EMPLOYEE FAILS TO REPORT TO WORK WITHIN
FIFTEEN (15) CALENDAR DAYS FROM THE DATE OF MAILING OF THE NOTICE
OF RECALL, OR OTHERWISE CONTACT THE EMPLOYER WITHIN SAID FIFTEEN
(15) CALENDAR DAYS, AND RETURN TO WORK WITHIN AN ADDITIONAL FIVE
(5) CALENDAR DAYS, HE SHALL BE CONSIDERED A VOLUNTARY QUIT, AND NOT
ENTITLED TO FURTHER RECALL RIGHTS. RECALL RIGHTS FOR AN EMPLOYEE,
OTHER TH.Zl.N.Zl.VOLUNTARY QUIT, SHJl.LL EXPIPE ONE YEJl.R FROM THE DATE OF
THE BEGINNING OF THE LAY-OFF PERIOD OR A PERIOD EQUAL TO HIS TOTAL
SENIORITY WITH THE EMPLOYER, WHICHEVER IS GREATER, TO A MAXIMUM OF
FOUP. {4) YEARS. ~'1RITTEN NOTICE OF EXPIR.lI..TIONOF RECALL RIGHTS
SHJl.LLBE SENT TO THE EMPLOYEES AT HI2" LAST KNOWN .n.DDRESS BY
CERTIFIED MAIL.
B. NO NEVT TOWN EMPLOYEES SHALL BE HIRED OR SUBCONTRACTING OF
REGUL~.F FULL TIME JOBS FROr.fWITHHI THE TOWN HIGHWJl.YDEP.lI..RTMENT
SHALC. ':JCCUR UNTIL ALL EMPLOYEES ON L.lI..YOFF STATUS DESIRING TO
RETl'?r: TO WORK H.lWE BEEN CONTJl.CTEDU!'mER THE RECP..LLPROCEDURE.
HOWEVER, SAID EMPLOYEES MUST BE QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB AND AVAILABLE
BY TE~ DATE NEEDED OR REQUIRED BY THE E~PLOYER.
ARTICLE IX - HOLIDAYS
ALL ~~PLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT SHALL RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING
PJl.I::: ~CLI:::'.!l..YS:
NEW YEAR S D.lI..Y
r-mMORIJl.L D.~.Y
INDEPENDENCE D.lI..Y
LAB'JR DJl.Y
VETERAN'S DAY
THANKSGIVING CA~
DAY AFTER THANXSGIVI~G DAY x
CE?IST~A~ DP,y
DAY AFTER CliRISTr1AS :~
C:LJI..HE.l:..KE DAY:.;::.:
FI?-.ST r:;P-.YOF BIG G.llJ!;E:-{TJ!\J~ I ~,JG .........
r:
HOLIDAYS MARKED WITH AN x SHALL BE CONSIDERED FLOATING HOLIDAYS,
AND ARE LISTED HERE ONLY FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES. THEY MAY BE TP.KEN
BY EMPLOYEES BETWEEN 15 APRIL AND 15 OCTOBER WITH THE APPROVAL OF
THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT, FOR SCHEDULING PURPOSES.
HOLIDAYS MARKED WITH xx WILL BE LIMITED TO ONE EACH PER EMPLOYEE.
SHOULD AN EMPLOYEE WANT BOTH DAYS OFF ONE WOULD HAVE TO BE TAKEN AS
A PERSONAL LEAVE DAY.
IF ANY OF THESE HOLIDAYS FALL ON A SATURDAY, THE PRECEDING FRIDAY
SHALL BE CONSIDERED THE HOLIDAY. IF ANY OF THERE HOLIDAYS FALL ON
A SUNDAY, THE FOLLOWING MONDAY SHALL BE CONSIDERED THE HOLIDAY.
ARTICLE X - VACATION
A. ALL EMPLOYEES
FOLLOWING SCHEDULE;
SHALL RECEIVE VACATION ACCORDING TO THE
ONE WEEK PAID VACATION AFTER TWELVE (12 ) CONSECUTIVE
MONTHS OF EHPLOYMENT.
TWO WEEKS PAID VACATION AFTER TWO (2) CONSECUTIVE YEARS
OF EMPLOYMENT.
THREE WEEKS PAID VACATION AFTER TEN (10) CONSECUTIVE
YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT.
FOUR WEEKS PAID VACATION AFTER TWENTY (20) CONSECUTIVE
YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT.
TIME OUT OF WORK FOR SICKNESS OR INJURY SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED IN
DETERHINING CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT. TIME ON LAY-OFF,
ALTHOUGH NOT CONSIDERED TIME WORKED, WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED A BREAK
IN CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT IF THE EMPLOYEES RETURNS TO WORK
WHEN THERE IS A RECALL.
B. VACATIONS FROM JANUARY 1ST TO MARCH 31ST AND NOVEMBER 1ST TO
DECEMBER 31ST MAY BE RESTRICTED TO NO MORE THAN ONE MAN AT A TIME,
AT THE OPTION OF THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT.
C. DURING THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR AT LEAST TWO WEEKS NOTICE
SHALL BE GIVEN FOR A REQUESTED BLOCK OF VACATION TIME.
D. EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ALSO BE ENTITLED TO ONE 11:00 A.M. AND 2:30
P .M. PERIOD OFF TO ATTEND THE DELAWARE COUNTY FAIR, WITH THE
SCHEDULING OF THE PARTICULAR DAY OF THE FAIR EACH EMPLOYEE DESIRES
OFF TO BE MUTUALLY P.GREED TO BY EACH EMPLOYEE AND THE HIGHWAY
SUPERINTENDENT. IF ANY CONFLICTS SHOULD ARISE BETWEEN EMPLOYEES
THAT DESIRE A PARTICULAR DAY OF THE FAIR OFF, PREFERENCE SHALL BE
GIVEN TO THE MORE SENIOR EMPLOYEE.
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ARTICLE XI - SICK, PERSONAL AND BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
A. SICK LEAVE: ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL EARN SICK LEAVE AT THE RATE OF
ONE (1) DAY PER MONTH, CUMULATIVE TO 140 DAYS. SICK LEAVE SHALL BE
USED IN CASES OF ILLNESS OR DISABILITY OF THE EMPLOYEES, OR FOR
MAKING HEALTH RELATED APPOINTMENTS THAT CAN NOT OTHERWISE BE
SCHEDULED IN NON-WORKING HOURS, OR FOR THE SIMILAR USE IN THE CARE
OF A MEMBER OF THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY. ABUSE OR IMPROPER USE OF SICK
LEAVE MAY LEAD TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION BY THE EMPLOYER.
B. PERSONAL LEAVE: ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ENTITLED TO FIVE (5)
DAYS OF PERSONAL LEAVE ANNUALLY,THAT SHALL BE NONACCUMULATIVE.
SAID LEAVE SHALL BE PERMITTED FOR EMERGENCIES OR OTHER VALID
REASONS, WITH SUFFICIENT NOTICE IN THE LATTER CASE BEING GIVEN TO
THE HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT IN ADVANCE OF THE NECESSITY OF
REQUESTING AND TAKING SUCH LEAVE.
C. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE: ALL EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ENTITLED TO THREE
(3) NONACCUMULATIVE DAYS OF BEREAVEMENT LEAVE FOR A DEATH IN THE
FAMILY WHICH MEANS THE DEATH OF MOTHER, STEPMOTHER, FATHER,
STEPFATHER, WIFE, HUSBAND, CHILDREN, BROTHER, SISTER OF THE
EMPLOYEE, MOTHER-IN-LAW, FATHER-IN-LAW AND GRANDPARENTS.
ARTICLE XII - DISABILITY INSURANCE
THE PARTIES TO THIS CONTRACT, AGREE THAT UNDER THE VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTION PLAN THE EMPLOYEES SHALL PAY SIXTY (60) CENTS A WEEK
FOR THE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD DISABILITY PLAN WITH THE STATE
INSURANCE FUND AS THE CARRIER. THE TOWN OF WALTON AGREES TO PAY
THE BALANCE OF THE PREMIUM. THE UNION AGREES THAT THE SIXTY (60)
CENTS DEDUCTIONS FOR DISABILITY INSURANCE THAT HAS BEEN MADE PRIOR
TO THIS CONTRACT IS AGREEABLE, AND THAT ITS PRIOR IMPLEMENTATION
SHALL NOT BE A CAUSE FOR ANY ACTION AGAINST THE EMPLOYER.
ARTICLE XIII - HEALTH INSURANCE
A. THE TOWN OF WALTON SHALL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE THE FULLY PAID
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN CURRENTLY IN EFFECT.
THE PLAN SHALL INCLUDE AT A MINIMUM:
HOSPIT.1\LIZATION PLA.N PB
MEDICAL PLAN #14X
MAJOR MEDICAL PLAN QD1
B. THE TOWN OF WALTON SHALL PAY 100% OF THE COST OF INDIVIDUAL
AND DEPENDENT COVERAGE FOR CURRENT EMPLOYEES. EMPLOYEES HIRED
AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS CURRENT, EFFECTIVE DATE 1 JANUARY
1994, SHALL RECEIVE FULLY PAID INDIVIDUAL HEALTH COVERAGE, AND MAY
ELECT T~ RECEIVE DEPENDENT COVERAGE AT THEIR OWN COST.
7
C. REDUCTIONS OR RESTRICTIONS
IMP~EMENTED WITHOUT UNION APPROVAL.
ON COVERAGE SHALL NOT BE
D. IT IS AGREED THAT EITHER ?ARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAY REQUEST
TO P,SOPEN THE CONTF..Zl..CT,SOLELY FCR THE PUP-POSE OF REQUESTING fl.
CHANGE TO THE TERMS OF THIS ARTICLE XIII AS IT PERTAINS TO HEALTH
CARS COVERAGE, BECAUSE OF ANY FACTORS THAT MIGHT ADVERSELY AFFECT
EITHER THE LEVEL OF HEALTH C,Zl..RECOVERAGE OR THE COST TO THE
EMPL2YER OF SAID HEALTH CARE COVERAGE. IT IS FURTHER AGREED THAT
ANY CHANGES THAT RESULTS FROM OPENING THE CONTRACT FOR THIS PURPOSE
WOULD EE NEGOTIATED AND MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY BOTH PARTIES, BUT ARE
INTENDED TO BE FINANCIALLY NEUTRAL TO THE EMPLOYER, AND NOT INVOLVE
ANY ASPECT OF THIS AGREEMENT OTHER THAN THIS ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE XIV - OUT OF TITLE ASSIGNMENTS
1. E:1PLCYEES .n.SSIGNED TO JOBS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THEIR JOE
DESCRIPTION SHALL BE PAID AT WHICHEVER HOURLY RATE OF PAY IS THE
GREATE? EMPLOYEES MUST BE ASSIGNED TO OUTSIDE OF JOB SCOPE FOR
MORE THAN FOUR (4) HOURS TO RECEIVE HIGHER PAY.
2 . LE~.F.NING Ef.'lPLOYEES SHALL NOT RECEIVE ~.DDITIONAL PAY ~iHILE
UNDER TEE SUPERVISION OR TRAINING DIRECTION OF A REGULAR OPERATOR.
'J
..J . ~E.~.\J"Y EQUIPMENT - BU:LDOZER, GRACER, LOADER, BACKHOE
MOT8R EQUIPMENT - TRUCK OVER 12,000 POUNDS, ROLLER, FARM
TRACTOR WITH BRO:M.
ARTIC:E xv - RETIREMENT PLAN;
THE ~:WN OF WALTON WILL CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SEOTION 75C OF THE NEW
YOP!: S':':'ATI: RETIEEMENT LA~'lS I COMMONl.Y I<:NOWN .n.'S THE 1/60TH
NONCCNT?IEUTORY PLAN, FOP. ALL ELIGI3LE EMPLOYEES. FOF. THOSE
EMP:~YEE: NOT ELIGIBLE FOR T~E NONCONTR:BUTORY FLAN, THE TOWN OF
WAL~ON ~I:L PROVIDE THE P~CGRAM COVERA3E UNDER THE NEW YORK STATE
RET=F~E:!'::sr';T L]~..~~rsFOP. THE ft6?~~I(:.:!:.E:LE TISPL !...E~JEL OF COVERAGE TI-:_~TEl\CH
EMPL0YEE WCUL~ BE ELIGIBLE FQ~.
ART:CL::: XVI - BULLETIN BOAPD :PACE
TEE ~:)~\7:'~ ~.\I::"~ !,!,!l.KE ,Zl.V.!\ILAEl.E TC THE ~!GHWAY EMPLOYEES SUITABLE AND
,~
~
ENOUGH BULLETIN BOARD SPACE ON WHICH TO POST A COpy OF THIS
AGREEMENT AND OTHER MATERIAL APPLICABLE TO OR OF INTEREST TO THE
TOWN HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES. THE UNION SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT
TO USE SUCH BULLETIN BOP-.RD FO~. ITS .!\NNOUNCEMENTS AND OTHER
MATERIALS. SUCH 3ULLETIN BOARD SHALL BE LOCATED AT THE TOWN GARAGE
IN A SHELTERED PLACE EASILY VIEWED BY THE EMPLOYEES.
ARTICLE XVII - DISCHARGE AND DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINARY ACTION OR MEASURES SHALL INCLUDE ONLY THE FOLLOWING:
,
OR.Zl.L REPRIMAND
WRITTEN REPRIMAND
SUSPENSION (NOTICE
DISCH.Z\RGE
TO BE GIVEN IN WRITING)
,
.1..
.,
.J.
,1
EMPLOYEES MAY BE DISCIPLINED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION
75 SF THS CIVIL SERVICE LAW.
A TCJ\m :::~.fPLOYEE M.Z\YBE SUSPENDED ~H':'HOUT PAY, REDUCED IN HIS OR HER
POS!TI:N AND/OR PAY OR DISMISSED FGR JUST CAUSE REQUIRING
D!SC:?LINARY ACTION:
p'" .r..BUSE - THE ACT OF HABITUAL TARDINESS, UNAUTHORIZED OR
EXCES5IVE ABSENCE OR ABUSE OF SICK LEAVE.
5. ACCEPTANCE OF A GIFT OR FEE - ACCEPTANCE OF MONEY OR OTHER
CO~~:=~RATION OF VALUE GIVEN TO AND RECEIVED BY THE EMPLOYEE WITH
THE :N':'ENTOF INFLUENCING AN EMPLOYEE !N ':'HEPERFORMANCE OF HIS OR
HE~ '::"_''::':E:: 8P. RES?ONSIBILITIE::.
-. ~!SCOURTESY - THE USE OF CISCOURTECUS ACTION OR LANGUAGE
TOW~~: ':'~EGENERAL PUBLIC OR FELLO~ EMP:OYEES.
S. fl\LSIFICATION OF RECORDS - TI-iE
RECCR[~ INCLUDING MISREPRESENTATION ON
EHPLO'!MENT FORB.
FALSIFICATION OF
THE APPLICATION
Tmm
FOR
~ . =HPROPER USE OF AUTHOR=TY - THE USED OF AN EMPLOYEE OF
?OSIT!ON AND/OR AUTHORITY FOR PERSONAL PROF!T OR ADVANTAGE.HI:: ;' ~::::-.
1:' =NSUBORDINATION - A REFUSAL TO COMPLY WITH A PROPSR ORDER
BY A~~: ~~~HCRIZED SUPSRVISCR.
~. :~TaXICATION OF ALCOHOL, INFLUENCE OF DRUGS OR DISGRACEFUL
:ON[r!:~ -. T~S ACT 0~ DISGRACSFUL CONDUCT AT ANY TIME WHEI~ SUCH ACT
AND,'':"? :E:-:.:Y:'JR THF.E.!\..TENS ':'HE mmER OF S.Z\FETY OR HEA.LTH OF OR THE
...,
PUBLIC RESPECT FOR THE TOWN GOVERNMENT. INTOXICATION OR DISORDERLY
COND'JCT DURING THE COURSE OF .!\NEHPLCYEE' S PERFORHJl.NCE OF HIS OR
HER DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. INTOXICATION AS DEFINED IN THIS
SEC~ICN IS AN EHPLOYEE BEING UNDER TEE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS,
OR OTHER SUBSTANCES TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT, IN THE OPINION OF AN
AUTHOR IZED SUPER'llSOR, THE INDIVIDU.n.L POSES P>. THREAT TO THE
EFFISIENT, SAFE OR ORDERLY FUNCTIONING OF THE TOWN OF WALTON.
H. REASONABLE EFFORT - FAILURE TO MAKE A REASONABLE EFFORT TO
PERFORM ANY TYPE OF EMERGENCY DUTIES AND/OR RESPONSIBILITIES IN ANY
POS:TICN WHEN REQUESTED TO DO SO BY AN AUTHORIZED SUPERVISOR.
I. THEFT OR DESTRUCTION - THE ACT OF STEALING AND THE CARELESS
OR WI:LFUL DESTRUCTION OF TOWN PROPERTY.
ANY DISCIPLINARY ACTION OR DISCHARGE MADE \~ITHIN THE PROBATIONARY
PERI0::::'SPECIFIED IN ARTICLE 6 OF THIS .:;GREE~-1ENTSH.!\LL NOT BE
SUBJECT TO QUESTION BY THE UNION OR EMPLOYEE OR MADE THE SUBJECT OF
A GRIE~ANCE OR ARBITRATION.
IF EMPLOYMENT IS TERMINATED BY EITHER THE EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYEE,
ONLY CC~PENSATION OWED AND ACCRUED VACATION SHALL BE PAID TO THt
EMPLOYEE.
IN CA~E OF A DISCHARGE, THE TOWN WILL NOTIFY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE '_;;JIO!'J,viHO SHALL HAVE THE RIG::T TO INVESTIG.n.TE. IF THE
DISCHARGE CANNOT BE ADJUSTED, THE MATTE? WILL PROCEED AS PROVIDED
IN ~ECTION 75 OF THE CIVIL SERVICE :AW.
ARTICLE XVIII - SAVINGS CLAUSE
1. ~HQULD ANY ARTICLE OR PART THEREOF OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY
ADDITI::;I.~TP.ERETO BE DEEMED TO BE IN VIOLATION OF .!\NY FEDER.n.L,
STATE, COUNTY, OR LOCAL LAWS, OR IF ADHERENCE TO OR ENFORCEHENT OF
ANY ART=~LS OR PART THEREOF BE RESTRAINED BY A COURT OF COMPETENT
JURISDICTION, THEN THE REMAINING ARTICLES OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL
NOT 3E AFFECTED AND SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
2. IF A DETERMINATION OR DECISICN IS MADE AS PER SECTION 1, OF
THI S ll.F.TICLE,THS PARTIES TO THIS .n.CRE:EHDJT SHP.LL IMMEDI~.TEL Y
CONVE~E FOR THE PURPOSE OF NEGOTIATING A SATISFACTORY REPLACEMENT
FOR :CCH ARTICLE OR PART THEREOF.
ARTICLE XIX - SENIORITY
,:'.. ':'HE :HGHW.;Y SUPE~.INTENDENT S:-L~LL ~.mINT_r~IN .!\N UP TO DAT:::
SE!',:I~:'PI::-:: RC2TEP~ CF .:\LL E~I!P~'JYE:S5 f 2._~SGC' (Jl\1 C1\TE OF HI:ES BY THS
TO~'i~! i .'m::::. ;PPOINTMENT TO THE E~!;PLOYEES PRESENT JGB CLASSIFIC,1\TION.
. ~
B. SAID LIST SHALL BE USED ROTATIONALLY FOR OVERTIME
ASSIGNMENTS, GOVERNED BY JOB CLASSIFICATION, SO THAT OVERTIME IS
DISTRIBUTED IN A RELATIVELY EQUAL MANNER.
C. SAID LIST SHJI..LLBE UTILIZED IN RE~IERSE FOR PURPOSES OF
LAYOFF, SO THAT THE LEASE SENIOR MAN WITHIN EACH JOB
CLASSIFICATION, IS THE FIRST LAID OFF.
D. SAID LIST SHALL BE USED DESCENDINGLY FOR PURPOSE OF
SCHEDULING VACATIONS, WHERE THERE IS A CONFLICT. SAID LIST SHALL
BE CONSIDERED FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES.
ARTICLE XX - UNION SECURITY - WORK RULES - EMBODIMENT OF AGREEMENT:
.7\.UNION SECURITY: ANY BENEFIT PRESENTLY ENJOYED BY THE
EMPLOYEES COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT WILL BE RETAINED AND REMAIN IN
EFFECT AS IF SUCH BENEFIT WERE A PART OF THIS AGREEMENT EXCEPT
t'1HE~.::::: ::UCH BENEFIT HJI..SBEEN ABRIDGED BY THIS .7\GREEMENT OR WHERE IT
HAS BEEN OT:{ERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE EMPLOYER AND THE
UNICJ.
B. WORK RULES: IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THE EMPLOYER HAS A RIGHT
TO EST1\BLISH RE.n.SONJI..BLEWORK RULES TO MAINTAIN ORDER AND TO
EFFICIENTLY CONTROL THE OPERATIONS OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
1. PRIOR TO CHANGING EXISTIr:G \'iCRI<: RULES OR ESTABLISHING
NEW WORK RULES, A COPY OF THE PROPOSED RULE WILL BE SENT
TO THE UNION, AND A COPY WI:: BE POSTED ON THE UNION
BULLETIN BOARD FOR A PERIOD SF rIVE (5) WORK DAYS. THIS
DOES NOT PERTJUN TO t.,roRI~!-{CUP.::: fl.ND NORK vlEEK COVERED BY
ARTICLE VI OF THIS AGREEMENT.
2. ANY COMPLAINT AS TO THE REASONABLENESS OF A NEW WORK
RULE OR ANY COMPLAINT INVOLVING DISCRIMINATION IN THE
APPLICATION OF A NEW OR EXISTING WORK RULE SHALL BE
RESOLVED THROUGH THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE.
::. C-1EODIHENT OF AGREEMENT: TI-!I S DOCUMENT CONSTITUTES THE SOLE
AND COMPLETE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES, AND EMBODIES ALL THE
TERM~ AN~ SQNDITIONS GOVERNING TEE EMPLCYM~N~ OF EMPLOYEES IN T~IS
BARGAI~ING UNIT. ALL CHANGES TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL AND MUST BE
IN \T:::":':::~:::':. THE P;.RTIES JI..CKNOWLEDGE TE.\T THEY HAVE Hl\.C THE
OPP82TUNITY TO PRESENT AND DISCUSS PROPOSALS ON ANY SUBJECT WHICH
H.D..Y E:::: SUBJECT TO COLLECTIVE S.il.RGAINING. .D..NY PRIOR COMMITMENT
BET~EEN T~E TOWN AND THE UNION OR ANY INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES COVERED
BY TH=~ ACREEMENT IS HE~EBY SUPERSEDED.
ART:::CLE :-:XI - GF-IEVANCE PROCEDURE
,\NY '3?:::E'v't.::CE .!C..ND/OF. :J:::SPUTZ \'JHIC~~ ~.,!}\Y .\2 I S E 3ET~EEN THE PARTIES,
"1.1
INCLUDING THE APPLICATION, MEANING OR INTERPRETATION OF THIS
AGREEMENT, SHALL BE SETTLED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
STEP 1 THE UNION STEWARD OF ANY PREDESIGNATED UNION
REPRESENTATIVE SHALL MEET WITH THE IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR TO DISCUSS
AND ATTEMPT TO DISPOSE OF THE GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE WITHIN FORTY-
EIGHT (48) HOURS OF THE TIME NOTIFICATION OF THE GRIEVANCE IS GIVEN
TO THE EMPLOYER. THE UNION SHALL SUBMIT ANY GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE
AT THIS STEP WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF BECOMING AWARE OF THE EVENT OR
OCCURRENCE PROMPTING THE GRIEVANCE.
STEP 2 - IF THE GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE IS NOT RESOLVED AT STEP #1,
WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS OF NOTIFICATION, THEN THE GRIEVANCE
SH.n.LLBE SUBMITTED, IN WRITING, TO THE EMPLOYER'S DESIGNATED
REPRESENTATIVE(S) WITHIN SEVEN (7) WORKING DAYS FROM THE TIME THE
EMPLOYER'S ANSWER WAS DUE AT STEP #1.
THE EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE(S) AND THE UNION'S REPRESENTATIVE(S)
AGREE TO MEET WITHIN TEN (10) WORK DAYS OF THE PRESENTATION OF THE
WRITTEN GRIEVANCE TO THE EMPLOYER.
THE EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE(S) SHALL ANSWER ANY GRIEVANCE AT THIS
STEP WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS OF THE MEETING AND SAID ANSWER SHALL BE
IN WRITING.
STEP 3
(A) IF THE GRIEVANCE OR DISPUTE IS NOT RESOLVED AT STEP 2 OR THE
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE, EITHER PARTY MAY APPLY FOR THE ARBITRATION
WITHIN TWENTY-FIVE (25) DAYS FROM THE TIME THE UNION RECEIVES AN
ANSWER OF WITHIN TWENTY-FIVE (25) DAYS OF WHEN AN ANSWER WAS DUE
FROM THE EMPLOYER.
THE P.Zl.RTIESAGREE TO JOINTLY REQUEST THE NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD (P.E.R.B.) IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS
VOLUNTARY STAFF MEDIATION/ARBITRATION PROCEDURE TO SUPPLY A HEARING
OFFICER TO MEDIATE AND/OR ARBITRATE A BINDING RESOLUTION OF THE
GRIEVANCE.
IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THE PARTIES HAVE AGREED THE FOREGOING IS THE
PREFERRED METHOD FOR RESOLVING ANY AND ALL DISPUTES OR GRIEVANCES
BETWEEN THEM. HOWEVER, SHOULD EITHER PARTY REFUSE TO PARTICIPATE
IN SUCH JOINT "VOLUNTARY" SUBMISSION, THEN THE OTHER PARTY MAY AT
ITS SOLE DISCRETION FILE A DEMAND FOR THE ARBITRATION WITH NEW YORK
STATE STAFF MEDIATION OR WITH THE NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONS BOARD (P.E.R.B.) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR NORMAL RULES OF
PROCED'JRE.
(B) THE DECISION OF THE ARBITRATOR SHALL BE BINDING ON BOTH
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT. THE FEES AND EXPENSES OF SAID
ARBITRATOR SHALL BE SHARED EQUALLY BETWEEN THE EMPLOYER AND THE
UNICN.
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(C)
. NO ARBITRATOR, FUNCTIONING UNDER THIS STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE
PROCEDURE, SHALL HAVE ANY POWER TO AMEND, MODIFY OR DELETE ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT.
(D) IF A "BENCH" DECISION BY THE ARBITRATOR IS NOT POSSIBLE, THEN
THE ARBITRATOR WILL ATTEMPT TO RENDER HIS/HER WRITTEN DECISION
WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF THE CLOSE OF THE HEARING.
(E) IN THE EVENT THE ARBITRATOR FINDS THE POSITION OF EITHER PARTY
TO THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDING TO WITHOUT MERIT, THE ARBITRATOR
SHALL HAVE THE AUTHORITY AND MORAL OBLIGATION TO DIRECT THAT SAID
PARTY SHALL BEAR THE FULL COST OF THE ARBITRATION PROCEEDING TO THE
EXTEND OF THE COST OR FEES, IF ANY DUE THE ARBITRATOR.
NOTE: THE AGGRIEVED EMPLOYEE(S) SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO ATTEND
ALL MEETINGS AT ANY STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND SHALL HAVE
THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT AT THE AFORESAID MEETINGS.
THE TIME LIMITS AT ANY STEP OF THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE,
CAN BE EXTENDED BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT, IN WRITING, BETWEEN THE
PARTIES.
ALL REFERENCES TO "DAYS"
INTERPRETED AS "WORK DAYS".
IN THI S AGREEMENT SHALL BE
ARTICLE XXII - UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
THE TOWN OF WALTON SH.n.LLPROVIDE A UNIFORM ALLOWANCE, FOR THE
PURCHASE OF WORKING UNIFORMS, AND OVERALLS FOR EVERYDAY USE. THIS
SHALL NOT COVER SAFETY CLOTHING MANDATED BY THE STATE OR FEDERAL
REGULATIONS. THE EMPLOYER SHALL RECEIVED DATED RECEIPTS FROM THE
EMPLOYEES TO INSURE THAT THE PAYMENT OF THE UNIFORM ALLOWANCE SHALL
BE IN THE AMOUNTS AS FOLLOWS:
1997
1998
1999
$150.00
$175.00
$200.00
THE TOWN MAY INSTITUTE A POLICY TO ENCOURAGE THE PURCHASING OF
CLOTHING FROM LOCAL VENDORS.
ARTICLE XXIII - DRUG FREE WORKPLACE POLICY
IN .n.CCORDANCE WITH THE DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE ACT OF 1988, WHICH
REQUIRES FEDERAL GOVERNMENTAL CONTRACTORS TO ENSURE A DRUG-FREE
WORKPLACE, THE TOWN BOARD OF THE TOWN OF WALTON HAS ESTABLISHED THE
FOLLOWING POLICY:
A. ALL EMPLOYEES ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT TO WORK IN APPROPRIATE
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL CONDITION. REPORTING TO WORK, OR WCRKING,
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (WITHOUT A
P~YSICIAN'S PRESCRIPTION) IS PROHIBITED.
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B. ALL CRIMINAL USE, MANUFACTURE OR DISTRIBUTION OF A
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, ON EITHER COMPANY OR CLIENT PROPERTY, IS
PROHIBITED.
C. EMPLOYEES ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT ANY DRUG RELATED CRIMINAL
CONVICTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW. A WRITTEN REPORT OF
CONVICTION MUST BE MADE TO THE TOWN SUPERVISOR, WITHIN FIVE (5)
DAYS OF THE CONVICTION.
D. EMPLOYEES WHO VIOLATE THIS POLICY ARE SUBJECT TO THE
FOLLOWING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:
1. THE MANUFACTURE OR DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES AT THE OFFICES OR ON THE PROPERTY OF THE TOWN WILL
RESULT IN TERMINATION.
2. THE USE OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE AT ANY WORKPLACE OF
THE TOWN OF WALTON OR ON TOWN PROPERTY (OR WHILE CONDUCTING TOWN
BUSINESS) IS GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION WHICH MAY INCLUDE
SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION.
3. THE FAILURE TO REPORT ANY DRUG RELATED CRIMINAL
CONVICTION AS OUTLINED IN SECTION XXIIII(c) ABOVE, WILL RESULT IN
TERMINATION.
ARTICLE XXIV - PROTECTIVE DEVICES
THE TOWN AGREES TO PROVIDE SAFETY EQUIPMENT WHEN REQUIRED TO COMPLY
WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF OSHA. THE EMPLOYEES AGREE TO
WEAR THE SAFETY EQUIPMENT TO OSHA STANDARDS.
ARTICLE XXV - GENERAL AMNESTY CLAUSE
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCIPLINE AND/OR JOE PERFORM.l\NCE THERE SHALL BE
A GENERAL EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE ANMESTY FOR ALL ACTS PRIOR TO THE
SIGNING OF THIS AGREEMENT. ANY AND ALL RECORDS PERTAINING TO THE
FOREGOING SHALL BE REMOVED FROM THE EMPLOYEE'S FILES. EFFECTIVE
WITH THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER PARTY WILL USE PAST PRECEDENTS THAT
MAY HAVE BEEN SET TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE DISCIPLINE AND/OR JOB
PERFORr-tANCES.
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ARTICLE XXVI - DURATION
ALL PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE EFFECTIVE RETROACTIVELY
TO 1 JANUil.RY 1997 AND SHALL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE THROUGH 31
DECEMBER 1999.
£~~
3/;K/q7
DATE
{g. /~ - 97
DATE
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Cet A Withdrawal Card
When You Leave Your Job
Be sure JOUJequest a wltbdra~ cud when belng_
vb.
ment The charge for the withdrawal card Is only SOc, but alllDlUation
fees and back dues must be paid befaJe the withdrawal cantil Issued.
It Is JOurresponsibility to obbdn a withdrawal cud, so please tab care
of It as soon as possible after leaving the mmpany so that JUu will not be
obBpted to pay extra dues.
.
------------------
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 11 693 - (607) 723-5327
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
NAME NUMB9
DOCTOR
FIRE DEPARTMENT
POLICE
HOSPITAL
AMBULANCE
DENTIST
PHARMACIST
PERMANENT MEMORANDA
TEAMSTERS mUON MEETINGS AREHELD -THE
3RD SUNDAY OF THE MONTH - STARTING OCTOBER
(NO MEETINGS ARE HELD JUNE/JULY/AUGUST)
BUSINESS TELEPHONE NUMBERS
NAME NUMBER
.
-
" Perpetual Calendar
-
,.
Following the three steps described below will enable you to determine the calendar for any month in any
year from 1753 througn 2030.
Note: Althoulh these calendars all indicate 31 days per month, remember thilt September, April, June, and November hilve only 30 days, and
February hils 8 except in leap years when it contains 29.
Step 1: Note the letter that follows the year you want.
1753A 17548 175SC 1756K 1757F 1758G 1159A 17601 17610 1762E 1763F 1764N 17658 1766C 17670 1768L
1769G 1770A 17718 1772J 1773E 1774F 1775G 1776H 1777C 17780 1779E 1780M 1781A 17828 1783C 1784K
1785F 1786G 1787A 17881 17890 1790E 1791F 1792N 17938 1794C 17950 1796L 1797G 179M 17998 l800C
18010 l802E 1803F 1804N l805B 1806C 18070 1808L 1809G 1810A 18118 1812J 1813E 1814F 1815G 1816H
1817C 18180 1819E 1820M 1821A 18228 1823C 1824K 1825F 1826G 1827A 18281 18290 1830E 1831F 1832N
1833B 1834C 18350 1836L 1837G 1838A 18398 1840J 1841E 1842F IM3G 1844H 184SC 18460 1847E 1848M
1849A 18508 ISSlC ISS2K 18S3F 18S4G 185SA 18S61 18S7D 18S8E 18S9F 1860N 18618 1862C 18630 1864L
1865G 1866A 18678 1868J 1869E 1870F 1871G 1872H 1873C 18740 187SE 1876M 1877A 18788 1879C 1880K
1881F 1882G 1883A 18841 1885D 1886E 1887F 1888N 18898 1890C 18910 18921 1893G 1894A 18958 1896J
1897E 1898F 1899G 1900A 19018 1902C 19030 1904L 1905G 1906A 19078 1908J 1909E 1910F 1911G 1912H
1913C 19140 1915E 1916M 1917A 19188 1919C 1920K 1921F 1922G 1923A 19241 19250 1926E 1927F 1928N
19298 1930C 19310 1932L 1933G 1934A 19358 1936J 1937E 1938F 1939G 1940H 1941C 194m 1943E 1944M
1945A 19468 1947C 1948K 1949F 19SOG 1951A 19521 19S30 19S4E 19S5F 19S6N 19578 19S8C 19590 1960L
1961G 1962A 19638 1964J 1965E 1966F 1967G 1968H 1969C 19700 1971E 1972M 1973A 19748 1975C 1976K
1977F 1978G 1979A 19801 19810 1982E 1983F 1984N 19858 1986C 19870 1988L 1989G 1990A 19918 1992J
1993E 1994F 1995G 1996H 1997C 19980 1999E 2000M 2001A 20028 2OO3C 2004K 200SF 2OO6G 2007A 20081
20090 2010E 2011F 2012N 20138 2014C 20150 2016L 2017G 2018A 20198 2020J 2021E 2022F 2023G 2024H
202SC 20260 2027E 2028M 2029A 20308
Step 2: Under that letter, note the number corresponding to the month you want
A 8 C 0 E F G H I J K L M N
January 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 . 5 6 7
February 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3
March . 5 6 7 1 2 3 5 6 7 1 2 3 .
April 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 . 5 6 7
Mav 2 3 . 5 6 7 1 3 . 5 6 7 1 2
June 5 6 7 1 2 3 . 6 7 1 2 3 . 5
July 7 1 2 3 . 5 6 1 2 3 . 5 6 7
August 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 4 5 6 7 1 2 3
ISeptember 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 7 1 2 3 4 5 6
October 1 2 3 . 5 6 7 2 3 . 5 6 7 1
November 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 5 6 7 1 2 3 4
December 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 7 1 2 3 . 5 6
>. >. >. >. >.
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>. >-
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>- i >- .. >. ~..>. >-~>. ~>. >. >. >. ~>. ~>.>. >. .. .. « >. >. .. .. « >. >. .. ] « >. >. j .. >. >. J ] « >. >... .. 1 .. .. ] .. .. I] .. .. .. .. .. ..>. 1! 0 >. 1! ~>. ~~>.] 1 c >. ~1!~'0 ~C .. '0 1 c .. '0 ~C .. g c .. '0 ..C ~:I '0 .2 ~c ~'0 .2 6 11 '0 ~'0 C 11 '00 0 'C 'C Z if 0 ,Z if 0 Z~:I ~'C~~~~~~~~~~~~~I- U. U1 U. U1 U. U1 U1
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Xl 28 29 30 31
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Xl 28 29 30 31
4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Step 3: Opposite that bold face number appears the appropriate calendar.
